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So Worthy My Love
A woman with no name and no memory...The two men who claim her:one with love, the
other with fear...A dazzling tale of secret passions--and a love tragically lost and
miraculously reborn--by the incomparable storyteller. Mere days after Ashton Wingate's
wedding to the enchanting Lierin, capricious Fate stole the Mississippi plantation
owner's beloved from him. Now, three years later, his carriage has collided with a
cloaked rider on horseback: a woman who bears an uncanny resemblance to the young
bride who was swallowed up by the merciless river. She awakens from
unconsciousness in his magnificent home with no memory of who she is. Yet the
tenderness of this noble, caring stranger who lovingly calls her "Lierin" soon captures
her heart and inflames her with wanting. Then another enters their lives, threatening to
destroy the happiness they have rediscovered in each other's arms--the dark and
dangerous Malcolm Sinclair, who claims the enigmatic beauty is, in fact, his own wife,
Lenore. But Ashton has sworn that he will not lose his adored one a second time, and
he will risk any peril to preserve their newfound joy--no matter what the unremembered
secrets of his lady's past ultimately reveal. LIERIN With no name and no memory, she
awakens from a nightmare of madness into the lives of two stranger. One she desires,
one she fears--but both have claimed her heart. To handsome plantation owner Ashton
Wingate, she is Lierin--the cherished bride cruelly stolen from him by capricious Fate.
The other calls her Lenore--entangling the lost, tormented beauty in his sinister web of
perilous deceit. But it is in the adoring arms of noble Ashton that her true destiny
awaits--as they join together to unlock the mysteries of a shadowed past. . .and to
rekindle the flames of a glorious love once vanished but never forgotten.
For as long as she can remember, Lady Adriana Sutton has adored Colton Wyndham,
to whom she has been promised by an agreement of courtship and betrothal since
childhood. As a young girl, she was wounded by Colton's stubborn refusal to comply
with his father's wishes and by his angry departure. He was too proud and too stubborn
to accept a future not of his own choosing. Rather than submit, he fled from his
ancestral home for a life of adventure and danger as an officer in the British army. The
years have been immensely kind to Lady Adriana. No longer the plain, thin tomboy
Colton had spurned, she has blossomed into an uncommon beauty desired by nearly
every eligible bachelor in the land. Yet the only man she desires is the decorated hero
who has finally come home to claim his rightful title. Arrogant, unmoved, and seductive
as ever, he remains averse to the idea of their betrothal in spite of his growing desire
for her. To demonstrate his belief that love cannot be forced, Colton agrees to court
Lady Adriana for ninety days, after which time he will be allowed to keep his precious
freedom if he so wishes. But much has changed since he balked at his father's plans.
Forced into a courtship with this stunning, spirited woman, who is as different today
from the young chit he left behind as spring is to winter, the heroic heart that was once
closed to Adriana is moved by her charm, her grace, and her sensuality ... and begins
to yield. But a secret from Colton's past may doom their burgeoning love ... even as the
treacherous schemes of a sinister rival threaten to steal the remarkable lady from his
arms forever. A lush and spellbinding story of passion and betrayal that grandly sweeps
the reader into the magnificent ballrooms and intimate boudoirs of Regency England,
The Reluctant Suitor is romance as only the incomparable Kathleen Woodiwiss can
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deliver it -- a love story that will dwell in the reader's heart and memory forever and
stand proudly as one of the author's very best.
“Anne Lamott is my Oprah.” -Chicago Tribune From the bestselling author of Help,
Thanks, Wow comes an inspiring guide to restoring hope and joy in our lives. In Dusk,
Night, Dawn, Anne Lamott explores the tough questions that many of us grapple with.
How can we recapture the confidence we once had as we stumble through the dark
times that seem increasingly bleak? As bad newspiles up—from climate crises to daily
assaults on civility—how can we cope? Where, she asks, “do we start to get our world
and joy and hope and our faith in life itself back . . . with our sore feet, hearing loss, stiff
fingers, poor digestion, stunned minds, broken hearts?” We begin, Lamott says, by
accepting our flaws and embracing our humanity. Drawing from her own experiences,
Lamott shows us the intimate and human ways we can adopt to move through life’s
dark places and toward the light of hope that still burns ahead for all of us. As she does
in Help, Thanks, Wow and her other bestselling books, Lamott explores the thorny
issues of life and faith by breaking them down into manageable, human-sized questions
for readers to ponder, in the process showing us how we can amplify life's small
moments of joy by staying open to love and connection. As Lamott notes in Dusk,
Night, Dawn, “I got Medicare three days before I got hitched, which sounds like
something an old person might do, which does not describe adorably ageless me.”
Marrying for the first time with a grown son and a grandson, Lamott explains that finding
happiness with a partner isn't a function of age or beauty but of outlook and
perspective. Full of the honesty, humor, and humanity that have made Lamott beloved
by millions of readers, Dusk, Night, Dawn is classic Anne Lamott—thoughtful and comic,
warm and wise—and further proof that Lamott truly speaks to the better angels in all of
us.
The fairest flower in Mawbry is Erienne Fleming, the enchanting, raven-haired daughter
of the village mayor. Charming, spirited and exquisitely lovely, she is beset on all sides
by suitors, any one of whom would pay a king's fortune for a place in her heart. But
Erienne has eyes for only one: the dashing and witty young Yankee, Christopher Seton.
But marriage for love is not to be, for her irresponsible and unscrupulous father,
crippled by gambling debts, is intent on auctioning off his beautiful daughter to the
highest bidder. And in the end, Erienne is devastated to find it is the strange and
secretive Lord Saxton who has purchased her--a mysterious, tragic figure who wears a
mask and a cloak at all times to hide disfiguring scars gained in a terrible fire some
years back. But in the passing days, Saxton's true nature is revealed to her. A gentle
and adoring soul, he treats his new bride with warmth and abiding tenderness, yet
appears to her only by daylight. She, in turn, vows to be a good and loyal wife to him.
And then Christopher Seton reenters Erienne's world. Conflicted by emotions she
cannot suppress, Erienne valiantly attempts to remain honorable to her elusive,
enigmatic husband but feels herself irresistibly drawn to Seton's passion, his fire, and
his secrets. Entangled in intrigues she doesn't yet understand, Erienne Fleming will
soon have to make a devastating choice: between love and honor...between her duty
and her heart.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE
BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Recommended by
Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1 Library
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Reads Pick—October 2020 #1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR
(2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month Club A “Best Of” Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN
* Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed *
Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily *
Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium *
BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News * SyFy Wire *
Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of The
Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York
Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying tour de force. A Life No One
Will Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of
desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to
be forgotten by everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue,
and a dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across
history and art, as a young woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the
world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a
young man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her name. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Includes an excerpt from Love on the brain.
A Stonewall Honor Book From Stonewall and Lambda Award–winning author Kacen
Callender comes a revelatory YA novel about a transgender teen grappling with identity
and self-discovery while falling in love for the first time. Felix Love has never been in
love—and, yes, he’s painfully aware of the irony. He desperately wants to know what
it’s like and why it seems so easy for everyone but him to find someone. What’s worse
is that, even though he is proud of his identity, Felix also secretly fears that he’s one
marginalization too many—Black, queer, and transgender—to ever get his own happilyever-after. When an anonymous student begins sending him transphobic
messages—after publicly posting Felix’s deadname alongside images of him before he
transitioned—Felix comes up with a plan for revenge. What he didn’t count on: his
catfish scenario landing him in a quasi–love triangle.... But as he navigates his
complicated feelings, Felix begins a journey of questioning and self-discovery that helps
redefine his most important relationship: how he feels about himself. Felix Ever After is
an honest and layered story about identity, falling in love, and recognizing the love you
deserve. "Felix is attending an ultracompetitive arts summer program to have a better
shot at a full scholarship to Brown when someone posts Felix’s dead name beside
photos of him, pre-transition, in the school’s lobby. Felix’s plot to get revenge throws
him onto the path of love and self-discovery." (Publishers Weekly, "An Anti-Racist
Children's and YA Reading List")

AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From the # 1 New York Times
bestselling author of Eat Pray Love and The Signature of All Things, a delicious
novel of glamour, sex, and adventure, about a young woman discovering that you
don't have to be a good girl to be a good person. "A spellbinding novel about
love, freedom, and finding your own happiness." - PopSugar "Intimate and richly
sensual, razzle-dazzle with a hint of danger." -USA Today "Pairs well with a
cocktail...or two." -TheSkimm "Life is both fleeting and dangerous, and there is no
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point in denying yourself pleasure, or being anything other than what you are."
Beloved author Elizabeth Gilbert returns to fiction with a unique love story set in
the New York City theater world during the 1940s. Told from the perspective of
an older woman as she looks back on her youth with both pleasure and regret
(but mostly pleasure), City of Girls explores themes of female sexuality and
promiscuity, as well as the idiosyncrasies of true love. In 1940, nineteen-year-old
Vivian Morris has just been kicked out of Vassar College, owing to her lackluster
freshman-year performance. Her affluent parents send her to Manhattan to live
with her Aunt Peg, who owns a flamboyant, crumbling midtown theater called the
Lily Playhouse. There Vivian is introduced to an entire cosmos of unconventional
and charismatic characters, from the fun-chasing showgirls to a sexy male actor,
a grand-dame actress, a lady-killer writer, and no-nonsense stage manager. But
when Vivian makes a personal mistake that results in professional scandal, it
turns her new world upside down in ways that it will take her years to fully
understand. Ultimately, though, it leads her to a new understanding of the kind of
life she craves - and the kind of freedom it takes to pursue it. It will also lead to
the love of her life, a love that stands out from all the rest. Now eighty-nine years
old and telling her story at last, Vivian recalls how the events of those years
altered the course of her life - and the gusto and autonomy with which she
approached it. "At some point in a woman's life, she just gets tired of being
ashamed all the time," she muses. "After that, she is free to become whoever she
truly is." Written with a powerful wisdom about human desire and connection, City
of Girls is a love story like no other.
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners
ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned
forth souls. But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the
orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her
people without hope.
A woman in desperate straits ... A fearless man ... A marriage of convenience on
turbulent waters ... Cerynise Kendall has been left destitute and in dire need
following the death of her doting patron and protectress. A brilliant young artist
tossed from her home with only the clothes on her back, Cerynise must now turn
to a childhood companion for assistance --- the dashing sea captain Beauregard
Birmingham --- and beg him to provide her with passage to the Carolinas. She
seeks a new home and a new life across the waters, but all depends upon the
kindness of a charming adventurer who was once the object of her youthful
infatuation. Beneath Birmingham's rugged exterior beats a heart as large and
wild as the Atlantic, and Beau readily agrees to aid Cerynise --- even offering her
his name in marriage, albeit temporarily, to protect his longtime friend from
scandal. But perilous secrets, determined enemies and tempests of the sea and
soul threaten their future and safe passage even as bonds of camaraderie are
miraculously reforged as bonds of desire ... and affection becomes passion and
love.
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A proud and spirited woman whose life was stolen from her. . .A man of secrets
accused of a terrible crime. . .In a place of new beginnings their destinies are
joined—in a gloriously romantic new work from the incomparable storyteller. The
fiery and outspoken adopted daughter of one of England's most formidable a
women, Shemaine O'Hearn has made powerful enemies. And now her
adversaries have found a way to remove the hot-blooded beauty from her life of
privilege: by falsely convicting Shemaine of thievery and sending her in shackles
to America, where she is to be sold in indentured servitude to the highest bidder.
In a bustling port city in the colony of Virginia, she becomes the servant of Gage
Thornton—a shipbuilder with a young child in need of a nanny. And despite
whispered rumors condemning the handsome widower for the untimely death of
his wife, Shemaine cannot ignore her desire for this caring, generous and
enigmatic stranger who silently aches with his growing need for her—even as
grave peril reaches out from across a vast ocean to threaten their flowering love.
The fiery and outspoken adopted daughter of one of England's most formidable
women, Shemaine O'Hearn has made powerful enemies. And now her
adversaries have found a way to remove the hot-blooded beauty from her life of
privilege: by falsely convicting Shemaine of thievery and sending her in shackles
to America, where she is to be sold in indentured servitude to the highest bidder.
In a bustling port city in the colony of Virginia, she becomes the servant of Gage
Thornton-a shipbuilder with a young child in need of a nanny. And despite
whispered rumors condemning the handsome widower for the untimely death of
his wife, Shemaine cannot ignore her desire for this caring, generous and
enigmatic stranger who silently aches with his growing need for her-even as
grave peril reaches out from across a vast ocean to threaten their flowering love.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER - SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
starring Abigail Cowen, Tom Lewis, Nina Dobrev, with Logan Marshall Green and
Eric Dane, special appearance by Famke Janssen. Distributed by Universal
Pictures with a screenplay by Francine Rivers and D.J. Caruso. California's gold
country, 1850. A time when men sold their souls for a bag of gold and women
sold their bodies for a place to sleep. Angel expects nothing from men but
betrayal. Sold into prostitution as a child, she survives by keeping her hatred
alive. And what she hates most are the men who use her, leaving her empty and
dead inside. Then she meets Michael Hosea, a man who seeks his Father's heart
in everything. Michael obeys God's call to marry Angel and to love her
unconditionally. Slowly, day by day, he defies Angel's every bitter expectation,
until despite her resistance, her frozen heart begins to thaw. But with her
unexpected softening comes overwhelming feelings of unworthiness and fear.
And so Angel runs. Back to the darkness, away from her husband's pursuing
love, terrified of the truth she no longer can deny: her final healing must come
from the One who loves her even more than Michael does . . . the One who will
never let her go. A powerful retelling of the story of Gomer and Hosea,
Redeeming Love is a life-changing story of God's unconditional, redemptive, allPage 5/10
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consuming love. Includes a six-part reading group guide!
A woman burdened by war...A doctor torn between passion and duty...A
sweeping tale of love in the face of dishonor from the incomparable
storyteller--Kathleen Woodiwiss. Alaina MacGaren is forced to flee the
devastation of her homeland in the guise of a young boy, only to find sanctuary in
the arms of an enemy. Cole Latimer is a dashing Yankee surgeon who has
served the Union faithfully, and his tender heart compels him to help a ragged,
innocent "lad" in need--never suspecting the rags conceal a bewitching belle
suspected of being a rebel spy. But Alaina's masquerade does not fool Cole for
long. And the strength, courage, and breathtaking sensuality of this woman
whom it would be treasonous to love sets duty and desire at war within him. Yet
Destiny has joined them for good or ill--and they both must follow where their
hearts would lead them, if they are to build a glorious new life together out of the
ashes of the old.
"A truly profound debut."—Buzzfeed "A time-bending suspense that's
contemplative and fresh, evocative and gripping."—USA Today "Henry's story
captivates, both as a romance and as an imaginative rethinking of time and
space."—Publishers Weekly "This time-traveling, magical, and beautifully written
love story definitely deserves a spot on your bookshelf."—Bustle Emily Henry's
stunning debut novel is Friday Night Lights meets The Time Traveler's Wife and
perfectly captures those bittersweet months after high school, when we dream
not only of the future, but of all the roads and paths we've left untaken. Natalie's
last summer in her small Kentucky hometown is off to a magical start . . . until
she starts seeing the "wrong things." They're just momentary glimpses at first—her
front door is red instead of its usual green, there’s a preschool where the garden
store should be. But then her whole town disappears for hours, fading away into
rolling hills and grazing buffalo, and Nat knows something isn't right. Then there
are the visits from the kind but mysterious apparition she calls "Grandmother,"
who tells her, "You have three months to save him." The next night, under the
stadium lights of the high school football field, she meets a beautiful boy named
Beau, and it's as if time just stops and nothing exists. Nothing, except Natalie and
Beau.
From New York Times bestselling author Kathleen E. Woodiwiss comes one of her
most beloved romances... The Wolf Noble Aislinn grieves as the Iron Wolf and his
minions storm through her beloved Darkenwald. And she burns with malice for the
handsome Norman savage who would enslave her. . .even as she aches to know the
rapture of the conqueror's kiss. The Dove For the first time ever, mighty Wulfgar has
been vanquished - and by a bold and beautiful princess of Saxon blood. He must have
the chaste, sensuous enchantress who is sworn to his destruction. And he will risk life
itself to nurture with tender passion a glorious union born in the blistering heat of hatred
and war.
After a decade apart, childhood sweethearts reconnect by chance in New York Times
bestselling author Christina Lauren’s touching, romantic novel Love and Other
Words…how many words will it take for them to figure out where it all went wrong? The
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story of the heart can never be unwritten. Macy Sorensen is settling into an ambitious if
emotionally tepid routine: work hard as a new pediatrics resident, plan her wedding to
an older, financially secure man, keep her head down and heart tucked away. But when
she runs into Elliot Petropoulos—the first and only love of her life—the careful bubble
she’s constructed begins to dissolve. Once upon a time, Elliot was Macy’s entire
world—growing from her gangly bookish friend into the man who coaxed her heart open
again after the loss of her mother...only to break it on the very night he declared his
love for her. Told in alternating timelines between Then and Now, teenage Elliot and
Macy grow from friends to much more—spending weekends and lazy summers together
in a house outside of San Francisco devouring books, sharing favorite words, and
talking through their growing pains and triumphs. As adults, they have become
strangers to one another until their chance reunion. Although their memories are
obscured by the agony of what happened that night so many years ago, Elliot will come
to understand the truth behind Macy’s decade-long silence, and will have to overcome
the past and himself to revive her faith in the possibility of an all-consuming love.
New York Times bestselling author Kathleen E. Woodiwiss debut romance… The Flower
Doomed to a life of unending toil, Heather Simmons fears for her innocence—until a
shocking, desperate act forces her to flee. . . and to seek refuge in the arms of a virile
and dangerous stranger. The Flame A lusty adventurer married to the sea, Captain
Brandon Birmingham courts scorn and peril when he abducts the beautiful fugitive from
the tumultuous London dockside. But no power on Earth can compel him to relinquish
his exquisite prize. For he is determined to make the sapphire-eyed prize. For he is
determined to make the sapphire-eyed lovely his woman. . .and to carry her off to far,
uncharted realms of sensuous, passionate love.
For fans of the popular Twitter account @ASmallFiction comes a little book with a lot of
big stories and images; some funny, some scary, but always thought-provoking! From
the humorous to the bleak, the dystopian to the dog-filled, there’s a story for every
occasion, and an occasion for every story. With stories told in 140 characters or less, A
Small Fiction delivers brilliant yet brief tales destined to stick with readers long after
they turn the page. Through the genre lenses of science fiction, fantasy, contemporary
fiction, folklore, and humor, each of these illustrated micro-fictions is a peephole that
reveals a bigger world.
In the loving embrace of her new husband, the dashing American shipping magnate
Jeff Birmingham, Raelynn Barrett can forget her painful past and the tragic, undeserved
disgrace of her family. With Jeff, each sweet, lingering kiss is a promise of a future rich
in joy and sensual fulfilment. But Raelynn can hear the whispered rumours that damn
the man she loves. And what her own eyes have witnessed seem to brand her adored
and adoring Jeff as the worst sort of criminal. In the face of the devastating treacheries
of ruthless, hidden enemies, how can Jeff ever hope to win back the trust of the woman
he cherishes.?
This debut romance follows a Latina teen pop star whose image takes a dive after a
messy public breakup, until she's set up with a swoon-worthy fake boyfriend. Fake
boyfriend. Real heartbreak? Natalie is living her dream: topping the charts and setting
records as a Brazilian pop star... until she's dumped spectacularly on live television. Not
only is it humiliating--it could end her career. Her PR team's desperate plan? A
gorgeous yet oh-so-fake boyfriend. Nati reluctantly agrees, but William is not what she
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expected. She was hoping for a fierce bad boy--not a soft-hearted British indie film star.
While she fights her way back to the top with a sweet and surprisingly swoon-worthy
boy on her arm, she starts to fall for William--and realizes that maybe she's the biggest
fake of them all. Can she reclaim her voice and her heart? "The perfect ode to falling in
love while you're still finding your voice."--Jennifer Dugan, author of Hot Dog Girl "All
the fun and excitement of your favorite summer bop, and all the heart of a love
ballad."--Adiba Jaigirdar, author of The Henna Wars "YA rom-com perfection."--Nina
Moreno, author of Don't Date Rosa Santos
Sir Phillip knew that Eloise Bridgerton was a spinster, and so he'd proposed, figuring
that she'd be homely and unassuming, and more than a little desperate for an offer of
marriage. Except . . . she wasn't. The beautiful woman on his doorstep was anything
but quiet, and when she stopped talking long enough to close her mouth, all he wanted
to do was kiss her . . . and more. Did he think she was mad? Eloise Bridgerton couldn't
marry a man she had never met! But then she started thinking . . . and wondering . . .
and before she knew it, she was in a hired carriage in the middle of the night, on her
way to meet the man she hoped might be her perfect match. Except . . . he wasn't. Her
perfect husband wouldn't be so moody and ill-mannered, and while Phillip was certainly
handsome, he was a large brute of a man, rough and rugged, and totally unlike the
London gentlemen vying for her hand. But when he smiled . . . and when he kissed her
. . . the rest of the world simply fell away, and she couldn't help but wonder . . . could
this imperfect man be perfect for her?
On a dark and dangerous road, a daring British adventurer saves the life of a countess of royal
blood. In all his travels, Colonel Tyrone Rycroft has never encountered a woman as
breathtaking, alluring, and inscrutably mysterious as the bewitching Synnovea. But his selfless
bravery has drawn him into peril -- and into an inescapable web of intrigue and seduction. In an
opulent and treacherous imperial court, the proud, headstrong lady?s dashing champion has
become a pawn in a dangerous game of power and influence -- and only his great courage and
wits will enable him to survive it. But Rycroft?s enflamed desire will not let him escape to the
safety of his own world -- not until his dream is realized, and the enigmatic, highborn beauty
has given herself to him freely, honestly, and forever.
To be human means to try and sometimes fail, to love and sometimes lose, to risk and
sometimes regret. There are times when we realize where our choices have brought us and
we're afraid to be honest--with ourselves, with others, with God--about how we're really feeling
and how we got to where we are. Because what if no one understands? What if they think less
of us? What if God is disappointed with us? Eryn Eddy wants you to know that no matter your
past mistakes, relationship status, career choice, or feelings, nothing can change the truth that
you are so worth loving. In this openhearted book, she takes you by the hand and helps you
look in, look up, and look out, exploring your relationship with yourself, God, and others. She
gives you permission to feel deeply and openly before God, who isn't afraid of our feelings, no
matter what they are. And she lovingly reminds you that you are not crazy, you are not alone,
and you will get through this.
From New York Times bestselling author Kathleen E. Woodiwiss comes one of her most iconic
and beloved romances of all time… A pact is sealed in secret behind the foreboding walls of
Newgate Prison. In return for one night of unparalleled pleasure, a dashing condemned
criminal consents to wed a beautiful heiress, thereby rescuing her from an impending and
abhorred arranged union. But in the fading echoes of hollow wedding vows, a solemn promise
is broken, as a sensuous free spirit takes flight to a lush Caribbean paradise, abandoning the
stranger she married to face the gallows unfulfilled. Ruark Beauchamp’s destiny is now
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eternally intertwined with that of the tempestuous, intoxicating Shanna. He will be free . . . and
he will find her. For no iron ever forged can imprison his resolute passion. And no hangman’s
noose will keep Ruark from the bride— and ecstasy—that he craves.
Maxim Proud and passionate, the Marquess of Bradbury swore vengeance on those who had
stolen his title and lands. . .and branded him a traitor to the Crown. Elise Beautiful and spirited,
she found herself the innocent prisoner of the marquess, her family's most hated foe. So
Worthy My Love They were bitter enemies caught in a dangerous tide that swept through
Elizabeth's England—And thus began a battle of wit and will between two people so perfectly
matched that they could only fall in love.
So Worthy My LoveHarper Collins
For readers of Lilac Girls and The Nightingale comes a World War II novel that spans
generations, crosses oceans, and proves just how much two young women are willing to
sacrifice for love and family. 1940: As the Germans advance upon Paris, young seamstress
Estella Bissette is forced to flee everything she's ever known. She's bound for New York City
with her signature gold dress, a few francs, and a dream: to make her mark on the world of
fashion. Present day: Fabienne Bissette journeys to the Met's annual gala for an exhibit
featuring the work of her ailing grandmother - a legend of women's fashion design. But as
Fabienne begins to learn more about her beloved grandmother's past, she uncovers a story of
tragedy, heartbreak and family secrets that will dramatically change her own life. "The Paris
Seamstress is a gorgeously rich and romantic novel about young women finding their way in
the world." -Kate Forsyth, author of Bitter Greens
An age-gap, workplace lesbian romance about learning you're never too broken to be worthy of
love. Nadine Bayani was at the top of her game. The brilliant, ruthless lawyer was in line to be
White House chief of staff-until she confessed to campaign finance crimes that cost her party
the election. Now Nadine's out of prison, broke, hated by millions, and stuck doing a menial
retail job in rural Virginia where she barely earns enough to survive. Bella Clarke has worked at
Overstock Oasis since she flunked college. She wants to go back to school, but secretly
doubts she's smart enough. At least she's not as clueless as her boss, who just accidentally
hired the woman responsible for a national scandal. However, Nadine seems to be nothing like
the crook portrayed in the media, and Bella is drawn to her troubled, standoffish co-worker. As
they grow closer, Nadine introduces Bella to the delights of Filipino food and opens Bella's
eyes to her own possibilities. Before long, about the only thing harder to make sense of than
Nadine's past is their powerful chemistry together. Is Bella really falling for a woman who
caused so much harm? And even if she is, how can two such different people ever be a
match?

As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a mother secretly rocks him
each night as he sleeps.
Her marriage to dashing American shipping magnate Jeff Birmingham signals the
beginning of a wonderful new life for Raelynn Barrett. In the loving shelter of her
husband's embrace, the pain of loss is diminished, as is her anger over her
family's tragic and undeserved disgrace. But try as she might, Raelynn cannot
close her ears to the cruel accusations and whispered rumors about her new
spouse that buzz around her head like bees. And she cannot deny what her own
eyes see, though the images before her seem to brand her darling Jeff as the
worst sort of criminal, forcing her to flee his desire and his love. Yet Jeff knows
he is innocent--though he is unaware of the conspiracy that has shrouded his
marriage in secrets and now imperils it with lies. And he will oppose the treachery
with every fiber of his being in order to preserve his threatened happiness--to win
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back the trust of the woman he cherishes...and secure his place forever in his
beloved Raelynn's heart.
This life, Darling, Is but a wonderland… Don’t come here for amusements Come
here for lessons To take risks. This life, Darling, Is a rose garden… So endearing;
Yet, so threatening.
Once, Abrielle was a privileged daughter coveted for her bearing, her breeding,
her wit, and her beauty. But when her stepfather is denied his rightful title and the
wealth that accompanies it, Abrielle finds herself suddenly disgraced. Only one
man would still have her: the oafish and grotesque Desmond de Marlé. To rescue
her once-proud family's honor, Abrielle must sacrifice her virtue to this scoundrel
she fears and detests . . . even as she yearns for another lover. Dashing,
handsome, tall, and kind, Raven Seabern is quite unlike any man Abrielle has
ever encountered. But their love can never be, for Abrielle is betrothed to a
monster. And the well-being of everyone she cares for demands that she honor
her promise. Still, Raven knows he has found the true one and must never let her
go—though secrets, deceptions, dishonor, and unimaginable peril will surely be
their fate if they follow the dictates of their hearts.
Winner of the 2010 Non-Fiction National Book Award Patti Smith's evocative,
honest and moving coming-of-age story of her extraordinary relationship with the
artist Robert Mapplethorpe
Love Is Blind meets You’ve Got Mail in this laugh-out-loud romantic comedy
following two thirty-somethings who meet on a blind dating app—only to realize
that their online chemistry is nothing compared to their offline rivalry. Perpetually
cheerful and eager to please, Gracie Cooper strives to make the best out of
every situation. So when her father dies just months after a lung cancer
diagnosis, she sets aside her dreams of pursuing her passion for art to take over
his Midtown Manhattan champagne shop. She soon finds out that the store’s
profit margins are being squeezed perilously tight, and complicating matters
further, a giant corporation headed by the impossibly handsome, but irritatingly
arrogant Sebastian Andrews is proposing a buyout. But Gracie can’t bear the
thought of throwing away her father’s dream like she did her own. Overwhelmed
and not wanting to admit to her friends or family that she’s having second
thoughts about the shop, Gracie seeks advice and solace from someone she’s
never met—the faceless “Sir”, with whom she connected on a blind dating app
where matches get to know each other through messages and common interests
before exchanging real names or photos. But although Gracie finds herself slowly
falling for Sir online, she has no idea she’s already met him in real life…and they
can’t stand each other.
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears that the Illuminati are
operating again after centuries of silence, and religion professor Robert Langdon
is called in to assist with the case.
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